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DYNAMIC INSTABILITY ANALYSIS OF A NON-AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM
SUBJECTED TO MOVING IMPULSIVE NON-CONSERVATIVE LOAD

Min·Jae Shin*, Hun Heo* and Joo Hoh*
(Received january 26, 1987)

When a force is applied tangentially on the main axis of beam·type structure, it is well known that the system becomes
non-conservative.

Dynamic instability of tube excited by moving follower force discretely and periodically is investigated. The effective
stiffness of system becomes non-stationary due to time-dependent follower force.

Floquet theory is employed to examine the heteroparametric instability regions in the system parameter space. It turns
out that there exist two type of instability that are due to parametric and combination resonances, which are confirmed
through numerical simulation. Unique features which occur in parametric vibration are also discussed.
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the system model
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When a force is acting on the main axis of structure
tangentially, then the force is referred to as a follower force.
It has been a great concern for dynamicists to analyse the
peculiar phenomena occuring in the system under the influ
ence of follower fOJrce for many years(Bolotin, 1963, Lei
pholz, 1970, Leipholz, 1980, Ziegler, 1968). A great deal of
effort has been made to investigate intensively on the
dynamics and stability of the beam-type structure subjected
to follower force, which makes the system be non
conservative(Bolotin, 1964, Leipholz, 1975). Many of the
investigations were concerned with beam-like structure
excited on its tip by continuous compression type non
conservative 10ad(Bolotin 1963, Ro 1986, Tso, 1971, Ziegler,
1968). From the earl)' 70's, researchers began to consider the
system, such as pipe .. excited by the continuous tension type
non-conservative load which is due to the pulsating outflow
effect of fluid(Chen, 1971, Ginsberg, 1973). However, to the
best of authors' knowledge, dynamic characteristics of the
non-conservative system due to moving tension-type fol
lower force applied in discrete manner have not been inves
tigated yet(lbrahim, 1978a, Ibrahim, 1978b). In this paper,
heteroparameric instability of a continuously flexible
cantilevered pipe due to moving tension type non
conservative load acting discretely and periodically is inves
tigated.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. THE SYSTEM AND GOVERNING
EQUATION

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of moving impulsive non
conservative load

For the beam of single degree of freedom model

OWinertt8 force= -l'pAydXOY (2)

oV=[[El(x)(y")2dx]YOY

oWn.c = -lxN(x,t)(y)2dXOY

= - N0(1)L«y')2dxoy

Consider a uniform flexible pipe of length f, cross
sectional area A, density per unit length p, and flexural
rigidity EI (Fig. 1).

Two-dimensional cartesian coordinate is employed to
represent the behavior of the system. Periodically moving
follower force is applied to the system in discrete manner
(Fig. 2). It is well known that for any arbitrary virtual
displacement of a system, the combined virtual work of real
forces and inertia forces must vanish. That is,

oW=oWn,c-oV +OW'nertt8 force (1)
where
Wn.c: Work done by non-conservative force
V : Potential energy
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where
N(x, t)

x=x(t)

: Moving follower force, which is constant
No(t) throughout the whole length of the
system

: O:S:x:S:f
; Derivative with respect to x
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(6)

(9)

; Derivative with respect to t
the following can be obtained by substituting Eq. (2) into Eq.
(1).

my+(K+KG)y=O (3)
where

m= 1o'pA(y)2dx

K= [EI(y")'dx (4)

KG = No(t) ['(y')2dx

= kdt); Time dependent geometric stiffness due to
moving non-conservative load.

As is seen in Eq. (3), the effect of non-conservative load
appears as a geometric stiffness, which makes effective
stiffness of the system be nonstationary. Expanding Eq. (3) in
3 mode approximation as follows, adopting the following
non-dimensional parameters,

3

y(x,t)= ~ r/Ji(X) qi(t) (5)
i""l

where
. 2i -1 x

r/J,(x) = sm -2-7[7

x t
TJ=7' r=1'*

where
T*=jpA£4/EI

with the orthogonality relationship of normal modes, equa
tion of motion in normal coordinate becomes

[M]{q}+[K+Kd{q}={O} (7)
where

Mij = 0 ij10'r/Jir/JjdTJ

Kij=oij[r/J;'r/J;'dTJ

KGJj=oij No(r)1o"r/J;r/JjdTJ

=KG..{r)
0<;;77<;;1, i,j=1,2,3

{
I i = j

Oij= 0 i-!Fj

N(TJ,r)=No : 0< r< r*
=0 : r*< r<T p

/7(r)= 1o'eWtd~ ; 0< r< r*

No: Constant follower force
w : Velocity coefficient of the moving follower

force
r* : The time duration of moving follower force

in one period
: Derivative with respect to non-dimensional

time
T p =TIT* : N on-dimensional period of non

conservative loading
T : Period of non-conservative loading

Equation (7) is a well-known Mathieu-Hill type equation in
decoupled form for multi degree of freedom system.

In a compact form,
{q}+a,[l+aibii(r)J {q}= {OJ (8)

where
a i : Eigenvalue of the i-th mode

4£2N o j (' -1."( )dai=aO'gi= EI7[' )0 'f'i TJ TJ

: system parameter for non-conservative load in the
i-th mode.

b ;;(r)=b ii(r+T p ): Periodically varying non-

conservative load
Introducing normal mode damping coefficient CI and by
using state variables {z}, equation of motion is obtained in an
abbreviated form as follows,

[
[AI1J [A12JJ

{2}= [A21J [A"J {z}=[A(r)]{z}

where

{Z}=H}
[AllJ=COJ
[A12J = [IJ
[A'IJ=OuC -ai<l+aib ii(r»J
[A"J =Oij[ -CiJ

i,j=1,2,3
[A(r)J= [A(r+Tp)J : Periodic matrix(6x6)

3. THEORY AND APPLICATION

When certain properties of a physical system vary with
time, the governing equation of the physical system contains
time-dependent coefficients. The system is then said to be
non-autonomous. Since the mathematical treatment of non
autonomous system is considerably complicated, as compar
ed to an autonomous system, the solution technique is con
cerned primarily with the form of solution rather than the
exact solution.

Among the many forms of non-autonomous systems, the
linear homogeneous system with periodic coefficients is of
particular significance. The solution technique of such a
system described below is frequently referred to as Floquet
theory(Cesari, 1971, Coddington, 1955, McLachlan, 1964).

Following linear homogeneous system equation with time
dependent coefficient is considered

{Z} = [A( r)J(Z} (10)
where

A( r) is periodic functions of time with period T :
i.e., [A(r+T)J=A(r)J

Following is the theorem due to Floquet.
If [r/J(r)J is a fundamental matrix of the system described by
(10), then [r/J( r + T)J is also a fundamental matrix. Moreover,
for every such [r/J( r)J there exist a periodic nonsingular
matrix [A(r)J with period T and a constant matrix [RJ such
that

[r/J(r)J = [A(r)Jexp(r[RJ) (11)

where
[A(r)J = [A(r+T)J

Considering the theorem above, following can be formed
[r/J(r+T)J = [r/J(r)J [CJ (12)

Where [CJ is referred to as the monodromy matrix or
growth matrix associated with [r/J(r)J and is a key matrix in
determining the solution of interest.

A semi-analytical method is adopted to obtain the
characteristic values of the matrices. Setting r = 0 and let [r/J
(0)J = [IJ, from Eq. (12)

[CJ = [r/J(T)J (13)
Thus the monodromy matrix is obtained, and the character
istic values can be obtained by solving the eigenvalue prob
lem associated with that matrix.

4. RESULT AND CONCLUSION

Dynamic instability region is examined due to the non
stationarity of effective system stiffness comes from time
dependent non-conservative load applied in discrete manner.
It turns out that there exist two types of instability. One is
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Fig. 6 Unstable response due to parametric resonance(r·/Tp =
0.5, ao=0.9, 2(0,/0",1, C,=O)
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Fig. 5 Bounded response(r·/Tp=0.5, ao=0.9, 0=4.847, C,=O)
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(2) The higher the frequency of parametric excitation, the
narrower the instability region becomes. The larger the
amount of non·conservative load, the wider the instability
region becomes.

(3) The first mode has a bounded response, for the par
ametric instability case (2w';0::::: 1), the contribution of the
third mode in response is negligible, while the second mode
has flutter-type response.

In other words, parametric excitation energy is transfer
red to second mode, and this second mode contributes mainly
to make system unstable.

(4) For combination instability ((w,-wl)/0:::::3), similar to
the parametric instability, the second mode has a bounded
response. Again, the third mode is vanishing and the first
mode has unbounded response. This time, excitation energy
is transferred to the first mode and the mode is responsible
mainly for the system instability.

(5) Unlikely to the linear vibration, one of the unique
phenomena which occurs in parametric vibration is that
external energy pumped into system parametrically is direct
ly transferred to one of the modes when certain condition is
met. (For example, when the ratio between modal fre
quencies or combination of those and parametric excitation
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parametric instability which occurs when the parametric
resonance condition(nw';O:::::k, nand k are integer number,
Wi is the i·th normal mode frequency and 0 is parametric
excitation frequency) is met. The other one is combination
instability which occurs when the combination resonance
condition [(w'±wNO:::::k, Wj is the j·th normal mode fre
quencyJ is satisfied. All of those regions are plotted in the
stability charts, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, when r· /Tp is 0.4, 0.5
respectively.

In order to confirm the result, numerical sim.ulations are
done for the stable and unstable regions. Fig. 5 shows that
the system in the stable region (r·/Tp =0.5, a'o=0.9, 0=4.
847) has a bounded response. On the other hand, as in Fig. 6,
7,8,9, the system in the unstable regions (r· /T p = 0.5, a'o = 0.9,
0=4.934 and 0=6.58) show unbounded flutter type
responses. The main conclusions obtained from this study
are summarized below.

(1) When a non-conservative load is applied in discrete
manner, the duration time of the non-conservative load is
one of the main factors which affects the system's stability.

Generally, it can be said that the system is stable when the
duration of applied J10ad is quite remote from the half of the
period.
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frequency becomes an integer value)
Then those energy transferred modes become the source of

nonlinearity in response.
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